Book 65

Moshe Siselsender

Jewish Law- Talmud Shulchan Aruch given by God at Mount Sinai 3400 years ago is the Origin of Species of Roman Law English Common and Equity Law American Federal New York State New Jersey State Laws. Focus on Laws of Evidence Court Procedures

[1] Many of the Civil Federal, as well as, the laws of the States of New York and New Jersey can be paired with Jewish laws found in the Shulchan Aruch – the Code of Jewish law.

[2] I found that there exists such a comparison - pairing between The Roman Justinian Code and Jewish Codes.


[6] To state that all these laws Roman English Federal stem from Jewish laws is difficult to prove.
Furthermore, it can alienate too many individuals who maintain that their philosophy religion are to be credited as the cradle of civilization. Each of these religions consider themselves the Chosen people.

For example, Hindus consider themselves as the cradle of Civilization and religion. There exists archeological evidence that ancient Hindus monks immigrated to Egypt and taught the Egyptians the tenets of Hinduism. That includes -theology philosophy medicine mathematics and law.

Israel Judea possess the laws given by God at Mount Sinai 3400 years ago. These laws can be found today in the Talmud and 4 Codes of Jewish Law.

I made a link to The Soncino Talmud translation to English and 4 Codes of Jewish Law by the universal recognized 19th century sage authority - Orech Hashulchon.

One can find these translation on the title page of my 65 books.
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[12]One can then read the Talmud in English and all Codes of Jewish Laws. These laws are the foundation for all ancient and modern system of Laws.

[13]Jewish laws found in the Talmud and codified in the 4 Codes of Jewish Law are preceded by the God given Seven Nohadite Principles of Jurisdiction. These 7 Nohadite Principles are summarized in the Ten Commandments.

[14]In 1907 10,000 clay tablets of the Hummurabi Codes were discovered by Archeologists in Syria Iraq ancient Mesopotamia. The Hamuraby Codes fleshed out the 7 Nohadite Principles.


[16]The Hammuraby Codes Hindu and Budhist laws even employ the style of the Seven Nohadie Laws and Ten Commandments.

[18] The greatest spiritual goal in Buddhism is Nirvana. Nirvana is achieved when man/woman practices the other thou shalt not kill steal fornicate bear false witness.

[19] Roman English French American Federal New York New Jersey laws likewise consider man/women law abiding if they refrain from violating the thou shalt not kill steal fornicate bear false witness. What a person does positive action is not legislated, unless it bears directly or indirectly in enforcing negative prohibitions of thou shalt not kill steal fornicare and bear false witness.

[20] Thus a nation must adopt legislation to set up Courts of Justice. Set up police forces. They must have an army navy air force. All these endeavors are positive action to enforce the negative prohibitions. The army navy air force safeguard from the threat of foreign aggression.

[21] Assyria Babylonia Persia Greece and Rome each in turn became empires and conquered the territories and people of their predecessors. The conquerors in turn were conquered by the religion culture philosophy and laws of those people whom they conquered.

[22] Rome conquered Israel France Germany the English Isles the Great Roman Empire. They borrowed/stole and called it their own the religion philosophy culture and system of
Common and equitable Law of the vanquished people “the conquerees.”

[23] Christianity became the ulter ego of the Roman Empire in 325 after the Common Era with the conversion of Constantine to Christianity. In the next 200 years Christianity evolved into the theology that exists today among Catholics.

[24] I have demonstrated in my books 50 51 52 53 that all the moral ethical laws of the New Testament is a photo static copy of the Tlaludic sages who lived hundreds of years before Jesus was born.

[25] However all the theology of the Trinity is a twin to the theology of Hinduism Egyptian Greek Roman theology. All these religions believed in the generic concept of a Father Son and Holy Spirit. The Son is crucified or buried alive to forgive the sins of Adam and Eve eating the from the fruit of the tree of wisdom.

[26] Hinduism Egyptian theology Greek Persian Roman and later Christianity adopted a brand of the core Middle Eastern and Eastern Mystery theologies.

[27] Christianity also adopted from the Mystery religions the ritual Eucherist -Transubstantiation. The faithful drink wine and eat a biscuit at Mass. They thus unite with the blood and body of Christ and are saved and merit eternity.
Christianity believes that they are spiritual Israel the Chosen of God by accepting the Trinity. Jews lost their Title as the Elect of God and Chosen by refusing to adopt Christianity.

In 1965 the Catholic Church clarified that all Jews are not guilty of Deicide. Jews are still the elect chosen of God.

The Catholic Church began a reconciliation with Jews and members of other faiths. This was not a fundamental earthquake and changed little. The believers in Christ as the Son The father and the Holy Ghost are still the Chosen of God. One can not attain spiritual oneness communion with God unless one accepts Jesus.

Pope Benedict XIII followed by Pope Francis explain that Jews can achieve salvation without accepting Jesus. The reason is part of the mystery of God.

Rambam in similar vein explains the growth of Islam and Christianity as a mystery willed by God. Rambam Yaad Hachzaka Laws of Kings Chapter 13.

However, with all the nice making the Roman Catholic Church still does not recognize the right of the Jewish people to historical Israel. The Pope recognized the artificial European creation Palestine as the legitimate owner of Historical Israel-Yehudah Shomron Gaza Golan Heights.
The Protestant Churches following the Holocaust when 6 million Jews were killed, including 1 million children, likewise exempted today’s Jews from the charge of deicide.

However some Protestant Churches in Europe and the USA still are the same blood thirsty anti-Semitic they always were.

Getting back to our thesis. Rome conquered England and left their legacy by instituting Roman law. The English modified Roman law and established English Common and Equitable law.

The English and French settled the Americas. They in turn instituted their Religion Culture and Common and Equitable Laws.

All laws universally have their home base in Jewish law.

However, A more objective study is to use the thesis of pairing. Such a study is more pragmatic for it avoids confrontation.

Furthermore, it is irrelevant today. It is analogous as to who came first the chicken or the egg? As long as each nation administer their laws equally with out prejudice to people’s religion origin color of skin and gender, what difference does it make who are the fathers and who are the offspring? The issue of origin is thus irrelevant.
[40] There exists on the internet access to all systems of law. Codes of Hammurabi, Hindu, Ancient Egyptian, Greek, Persian, Roman, old and modern-English, French, Spanish German, Italian American federal all States in the USA.

[41] I have a link to Talmud Soncino Rambam -Yad HachAzaka and Orech Hashulchon by Rav Yechiel Eptsein the authoritative Code of Jewish law.
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YOU DEAR READER CAN THEN READ ANY AREA OF LAW AND COMPARE THAT WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM OF LAW OF ALL THE NATIONS I LISTED.